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Your best friend Nancy owns a beautiful condo in Ringtown, a gentrifying neighborhood close to
everything that’s cool in Seattle.  You have been in the Unit many times and while the view is
stunning, it could stand a little bit of freshening up. On a cold and dark February night, over a robust
bottle of High Plains Argentinian Malbec, Nancy informs you that she is being relocated and may need
to sell. She's a little touchy about the decor, but the Malbec loosened you up enough to tell her point
blank that she needs to get rid of half of her junk and drop $50,000 into the Unit to get maximum
value. This was in February, 2022, and the market has gone bananas, with bidding wars that bumped
condos in the building up 15 to 20%, or maybe even more, sometimes with 10+ competing offers.

Nancy agrees with you and asks for recommendations on who to hire to fix up the unit. You know Tim
Tinkerson from your sailing club.  Not well, but you hear he’s a good handyman with multiple skills, so
you make the referral. She calls Tim the next day, and oddly in the middle of the craziest real estate
market of the century, he can start tomorrow!  Since he seems like a stand-up guy, you don't think
about checking to see if he's licensed, bonded, or insured, or what others have said about him.

Tim shows up the next day and tells Nancy that the remodel will cost about $50,000 and will take
about three weeks. Nancy is thrilled and writes him a deposit check for $25,000, and Tim heads out
the door, ostensibly to get materials.

About an hour later, you drive past Slim’s Last Chance Chili Bar and there's a car out in front that
looks exactly like Tim’s. “Huh”, you think, that's interesting but it's probably somebody else’s car. You
think nothing about it and go on with your day.

Early the next day, Nancy calls you and she is not thrilled. After taking Nancy's deposit, Tim
disappeared and never showed up. You're starting to wonder if that wasn't his car out in front of
Slims after all. You call Tim and say “dude, what's up?” Tim’s response is “sorry, they didn't have the
materials and I was just having lunch”. But it was only 10:00 am when you saw the car.

Fortunately, Tim shows up the next day, and several days after that, and the work appears to be
moving along nicely. But then one day Tim tells Nancy that his friend Dave is going to be finishing the
work because Tim has another project. Dave shows up the next day and does a little bit of work but
leaves after two hours. He shows up a couple days later and does a couple more hours’ worth of work
before leaving. It's now been four months and the project is nowhere near done.

(Scenario continues on next page)



“Can we please have a little bit more time? Oh, and by the way, their financing is contingent
on the sale of their existing house, which was just extended. And they need to relocate to
Seattle right away, so can we please have early possession?”

Nancy's neighbor sells her condo for $200,000 over the listing price, with 25 offers.

But the market is starting to turn. Plus, Nancy's employer wants her to relocate to San Francisco
immediately. Zoom is not working for the new gig. They want her in person.

Finally, the project is finished, and you put it on the market. Hoping to start a bidding war, you price
the property under its actual value.  At the open house, a buyer shows up with an iguana. The iguana
is wearing a vest that says that “Vinnie is my comfort animal”. But you’ve read the Declarations and
you know that only dogs and cats are allowed, so you turn her away. 

Fortunately, an offer comes in right away at close to the listing price. Unfortunately, no other offers
come in.

Under pressure from her new employer, and deeply concerned about the turning market, Nancy
accepts the offer and starts packing. The offer is contingent on financing and an inspection.

The inspector calls out several defects, most of which were caused by Tim and Dave's shoddy work.
Nancy has no choice but to agree to a price reduction in order to sell the condo.

Next, there are problems with the appraisal. You give the three day-notice to perform, and in a panic
they buyer’s agent calls you up and says:

Nancy begrudgingly agrees to an extension of the closing date and pre closing possession. The next
day, she leaves for San Francisco.

The buyer moves in, and immediately starts repainting and redecorating the unit. You know this
because Nancy’s former neighbor called you up and said “what is going on here?” You call Nancy, and
now she is atomic!

(Scenario continues on next page)



Representing your best friend
Making referrals
Discovering problems in the middle of a transaction
Following up with referrals
Underpricing a property

Three weeks later, you receive a call from the buyer's broker, who tells you that the loan has been
denied, and that there are no other financial options. She wants to know if Nancy will offer seller
financing. Nancy goes thermonuclear. She instructs you to evict the buyer immediately. You call a lawyer
who starts an eviction proceeding. It's starting to feel like things are calming down.

About two weeks later, you're watching the 11:00 o'clock news, and the lead story is an explosion in a
condominium in Ringtown. Your ears perk up, and you are horrified to see smoke pouring out of Nancy’s
unit! It turns out that the buyer/tenant accidentally bumped the brand new propane stove on the way
out, and an electrical short caused by Tim’s shoddy work sparked, causing the explosion. The unit and
several neighboring Units are badly damaged.

Nancy withholds Tim’s final payment and 120 days after the work was done, he liens the property.

As if this isn’t enough, you receive a letter from the City’s Office of Fair Housing, alleging a violation of
the Fair Housing Act related to Vinnie, the comfort iguana.

How much trouble are you in? What should you have done differently?
 

ISSUES TO CONSIDER:

• Dealing with buyer’s financing
• Pre-closing possession
• Seller financing
• Fair Housing/Comfort animals



Rachel and Brian Nitpick have hired you, a high producing agent with CB/JLSWinderComp to find
them a waterfront condo.  You quickly find one on the shores of Lake Washington that’s listed with
Clancy Listag of KellerSoth/LakeMAX realty. Rachel and Brian make an offer on the spot, but when
they see the Form 28, they realize that they know the Sellers, Chris and Carrie Sellerson, who also
own another unit in the project.  How cool is it that they already know one of their neighbors?

A title commitment is issued that shows that the subject property is described as Unit 101, storage
locker 21 and parking space 37 of the Fun Club Condominiums, as recorded in the records of King
County, Washington.  But the condo clears the inspection and financing contingencies, and escrow
prepares the documents for closing. Rachel and Brian can hardly wait to close the deal and have Chris
and Carrie over for smores on the waterfront deck. 

The deal closes without incident.

On Moving Day, Rachel and Brian park their car in Parking Space 37. They hadn’t noticed this before,
but Parking Space 37 seems to be a little bigger than the other spaces. It’s also right next to the
elevator!  “Hmm, that’s interesting”, they think to themselves.  

As they’re unpacking their Fostoria crystal, there’s a knock on the door. When Rachel answers it, she’s
surprised to see that it’s a man in a wheelchair.  Thinking he’s just a neighbor introducing himself,
Rachel says, “Hello, I’m Rachel, your new neighbor.  Nice to meet you!”. His response is short and to
the point – “you’re parking in my space. Move your car NOW!”. Taken aback, Rachel says, “no, it says
right here that we own parking space 37”, and shows him the deed.  Haughtily, she also suggests to
him that, “maybe you should find another space” and returns to unpacking her crystal.  

The next knock on the door is from Steve Yodemeister, who introduces himself as the president of
the HOA. Steve says that he just received a call from Ed Debevic, the owner of Space 37, saying that
the new people have parked in his space. Rachel, who is growing more perturbed by the moment,
shows Steve the deed and says that the parking space is hers. Steve says, “no, Parking Space 37 is an
ADA space and it’s appurtenant to Ed’s unit. He then shows her the Declarations, which contain an
Exhibit A showing that in fact, Parking Space 37 is Ed’s.

 
(Scenario continues on next page)



Long story short, there’s an inconsistency between the CCR’s and the deed. But Rachel is stubbornly
refusing to agree to give up Space 37, forcing Ed to park in a much smaller space much farther away
from the elevator.

A week later, Rachel and Brian receive a certified letter from the HOA stating that a Fair Housing
complaint has been filed against the condominium because of Rachel’s refusal to give up Space 37,
and demanding that Rachel and Brian comply with the Declarations and stop blocking Ed from using
the space.

Rachel finally realizes that she’s in trouble, so she begrudgingly agrees to swap spaces with Ed. But in
the course of her investigation, she discovers that your marketing materials expressly mention that
Parking Space 37 is very large and conveniently located.

Now you’re worried, so you call the title company, who tells you that they got the legal description
from the listing agent. You call him and he says, no, I got it from the title commitment. Double
checking, you call escrow, and they tell you that they got the legal description off the PSA and that
it’s your responsibility as the Buyer’s broker to confirm it.

Who is responsible for identifying the legal description? Who is responsible for confirming it? Whose
fault is this? How does it get fixed? 

ISSUES TO CONSIDER:
Legal Descriptions
Title Commitments
Americans with Disabilities Act

Reviewing declarations
Confirming accuracy of marketing
materials



Last year, at the height of the bidding wars, you represented Troy and Helen. Troy and Helen are
upcoming hedge funders and they needed a house to match their flashy image for themselves and
Schnooky-Putz, their comfort pug. Their current house, which was only 5000 square feet, just wasn't
enough. Not to mention, it didn't have a view! How could they have highbrow cocktail parties a/la
Sunset Magazine without a view?

When they come to meet you, they show up with shiny brand new matching Porsches, and they are
dressed to the nines! You show them some marketing materials from properties you have selected,
and off you go, each of you in separate cars, which you think is a little weird. They especially want to
see waterfront properties.

After looking at several properties, they find their dream home. It's a gorgeous waterfront property
on a full acre with a screaming view of everything. Even Schnookie-Putz appears to love it, which
calms Helen down a lot. It's listed at $5 million, but hey, Troy and Helen are up and coming hedge
funders. They can make that in a day!

You contact the listing agent, and she tells you that the offer review date is Sunday at 5:00 PM. She
also tells you that she is expecting at least 10 offers, because this is such a unique property. Troy and
Helen tell you that they HAVE TO HAVE THIS HOUSE and to hell with those stupid contingencies.
You call your lawyer and she prepares an addendum explaining the consequences of waiving the
financing, inspection, feasibility and title contingencies. You explain the seriousness of waiving these
contingencies, but they’re already dreaming of Gatsby-style parties and the spread in Sunset
Magazine, and you get the distinct impression that they’re just brushing you off. They nonchalantly
sign their rights away, but a little voice in your head says that this could be a problem. They then
direct you to submit a full price non-contingent offer with $500,000 earnest money and an escalator
clause beating any competing offer by $500,000. Despite your growing concerns, you reluctantly
submit the offer, and lo and behold, you are the winning bidder. Hooray – or not. 

But then … the market turns. Then you find out that, the proof of funds that Troy and Helen submitted
showed only $400,000 in liquid funds and stock options worth $3,000,000.00.  The Seller’s broker is
not amused. Next, it turns out that Troy and Helen’s lender declines the loan on the property because
of debt-to-income ratios. The Seller submits a NWMLS Form 51 Rescission Agreement calling for the
earnest money to be released to the Seller. Troy and Helen of course refuse to sign this form.

This was the last straw. You are done with Troy and Helen and their annoying dog, so you fire them.  

  
(Scenario continues on next page)



Your hobby is improv theatre and it’s time to sign up for another gig. Troy and Helen have given you
lots of good material and you want to do it while they’re still fresh in your mind. Three weeks later,
while on stage, an audience member jumps up on the stage and hands you a summons and complaint
from T. David Harrumphington, principal member of the Vanity Law Group. The summons and
complaint alleges that you violated RCW 18.86 by failing to adequately explain the consequences of
all of the waivers Troy and Helen signed. They’re seeking $10 million in damages.

Do you win this lawsuit? What would you have done differently?
 

ISSUES TO CONSIDER:
Assessing your clients’ qualifications
Showing them appropriate properties
Unauthorized practice of law
Amount of earnest money

Confirming your client’s finances
Rescission vs. Termination
Firing your client
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